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A COSY FOR A JAPANESE TEAPOT 

 

Teapot size:  Two cup teapot approx 40cm (15½in) round and 13cm (5¼in) high (measurement for 

body only, does not include spout or handle).   

Cosy measurement:  Approx 14cm (approx 5½in) high and 40cm (approx 16in) round.   

Yarn:  Oddments of 100% wool in 8 ply (DK) weight yarn, approx 25g of main colour, 15g of contrast.  

I used:  Little Wool Company, 100% pure wool, 8 ply (DK), in Pumice for the main colour (Yarn A) and 

The Wool Company Perendale 8 ply (DK) in Denim (Yarn B) for the contrast. 

Needles: 3.75mm double-pointed needles. 

Tension:  21 sts x 30 rows over 10cm on 3.75mm needles in Chart A pattern. 

Definitions: 

K = Knit 

P = Purl 

M1 = Make one by knitting into the front and back of the stitch. 

Pattern: 

This pattern is worked top-down.  Using 3.75mm needles and yarn B (contrast colour), cast on 84 

stitches and divide evenly between needles.  If you feel more comfortable marking the beginning of 

the row, insert a stitch marker at this point.  Work K2 P2 rib in the round for 4 rows.  Continuing to 

work in the round, change to yarn A (main colour) and knit (stocking stich) 6 rows.   
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Now work spot pattern.  Carrying yarn not in use loosely behind work (for neatness you might want 

to weave in the contrast colour every 3 or 4 stitches on this row), Row 1: K5 in yarn A, K2 in yarn B, 

*K8 in yarn A, K2 in yarn B*, knit * to * as main stitch pattern until end.  Final set of yarn A will be 7 

stitches (12 stitches yarn A in total between beginning of first spot and end of last spot).  Row 2:  K4 

in yarn A, K4 in yarn B, *K 6 in yarn A, K4 in yarn B*, knit * to * until end.  Final set of yarn A will be 6 

stitches.  Row 3:  K3 in yarn A, K6 in yarn B, *K4 in yarn A, K6 in yarn B*, knit * to * until end.  Final 

set of yarn A will be 5 stitches.  Rows 4 & 5:  Repeat Row 3.  Row 6:  Repeat Row 2.  Row 7:  Repeat 

Row 1.   Chart A illustrates the main stitch pattern. 

Now make the spout opening.  Working back and forth, (there is no need to change needles, simply 

turn your work at the end of the row as you would with straight needles), work 5 rows in yarn A.  

(This creates a split in the middle for the spout).  Continuing to work back and forth, work yarn B and 

yarn A every alternate stitch.  On the next row, start with yarn A and alternate with yarn B.  Chart B 

illustrates.  Still working back and forth and using yarn A only, work a further 7 rows.     

Now work bottom:  Rejoin work in the round with yarn B, and work alternate rows of yarn B and 

yarn A for four rows of stripe pattern (total of two rows each of yarns A and B).  Note:  Working in 

the round, you will get a “jog” or step at the point of colour change when you work in thin stripes.  

To avoid this “jog”, slip the first stitch on your new colour row, and join the new colour on the 

second stitch.   You will work this slipped stitch as the last stitch before you change colour for the 

next row. 

Now create ruffle.  Using yarn A, *K1, M1*, working * to * until end of row.  Work one row knit, one 

row purl.  Bind off in purl.   

To finish:  Weave in loose ends and block.  It’s worth wet blocking your piece at this point as it helps 

the colour work blend together as the yarn blooms.  This also traps more hot air under the cosy.  Knit 

two i-cords approx 12 cm long in yarn B and sew one to each opposite side of the top edge to act as 

the tie over the teapot.  You can create your own choice of closure – a toggle and hoop would work 

too, or a rustic polished twig with hoop, button or whatever you want!  My own cord is double 

crochet.   

Chart A: 
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                   Main pattern starts here ↑ 
Because you are working in the round, every row reads from the right to the left. 

Chart B (illustrative of alternating yarn method and not indicative of stitch count): 
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